
555  GOLF  ACADEMY 

‘WHERE PASSION MEETS PERFORMANCE’ 
 
 

 

THE ’30 INCH CIRCLE DRILL’ 
 

 

You require your favourite Putter, six (6) top quality ‘Playing Balls’ and six tees. Find a 

level section of the local practice Putting green where there is a cup. 

 

Setting Up requires that you stick the toe of your Putter into the cup and let the ‘Shaft and 

Grip’ lay on the ‘Putting Surface’. Depending on the length of your Putter, the ‘Butt of 

the Grip’ will now be about 30 inches to 35 inches from the edge of the Cup. Stick a tee 

into the ground at the very end of the grip. Take one reasonably big step in either a 

‘Clockwise or Counter Clockwise’ direction taking the ‘Putter Grip’ with you low to the 

ground while keeping the toe in the hole. Set it back on the ground and put another tee 

into the putting surface as you just did momentarily ago. Do this six times and you should 

then have six tees sticking in the ground equally-high/evenly-spaced in a circle. 

 

Place one Ball on top of each tee.  

 

Now you have constructed one 30 inches to 35 inches ‘6-Ball Putting Circle’ that looks 

both of interest and quite professional. 

 

Knock the Balls off the tee one at a time just beside the tee and, going through your 

‘Putting ROUTINE’ in careful detail, stroke all six Balls into the Hole using one stroke. 

If you miss one, replace it by the tee and do it again. 

 

Treat each one of these strokes as though it were worth $5,000.00 or for winning a 

tournament. Read your Breaks! Use the ‘One Inch Rule’ so that you ‘FEEL and Execute 

the ENERGY’ correctly’. Distance is key.  

Use your ‘B.E.S.T.’ procedure or ‘ROUTINE’ so that you can relax and ‘Let the Putts 

Find the Bottom of the Cup’. You must learn to ‘Let IT Happen’ and not be forced to 

‘Make IT Happen’. 

 

If you want to make a bit of a competition or playing atmosphere, set some rules. You 

must sink each Ball in succession without missing. If you miss one, you re-set all six 

Balls and start over! Don’t be late for dinner!  

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE ’48 INCH CIRCLE DRILL’ 
 

This ‘Bullet-Proof PUTTING Drill’ is exactly the same as the previous one, except the 

tees are placed 48”from the lip of the cup. Just use the same ‘Set-Up’ but place the Balls 

about a foot outside the ‘Butt of the Grip’. You may use one of your ‘Long Irons, to set 

the tees.  

 

 

 

 

 

THE ’60 INCH CIRCLE DRILL’ 
 

This ‘Bullet-Proof PUTTING Drill’ is exactly the same as the previous ones, except the 

tees are placed 60 inches from the lip of the cup. You may use your driver to set the tees, 

or a long iron plus and ‘guestimate’ what 60 inch spacing is in the circle. Five feet is 

about two good average paces.  

 

The PGA Pros make only 50% of their ‘Five Footers’! This is a FACT not fiction. 

 

Make it a competition again. Every Ball goes in with but ‘One Stroke Each’ or you 

‘START OVER’! 

 

Incidentally, if you make it for ‘Five Cents’ each with carry-overs, like in a ‘Skins 

Game’, the pressure and sweat will find its way of factoring. The ‘Real Game Situation’ 

is easy to simulate, especially if you have that nickel or dime on it! ‘Spending a Dime’ 

sounds real enough for this ‘Country Boy’! 

 

If your deal, even with yourself, is to get around the circle with ‘One Stroke Per Ball’, 

you may have to call home about a later dinner! This author may get ‘Spousal Hate 

Mail’. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Welcome Aboard!” 

  “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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